Plate 1. Map showing isostatic gravity anomalies and geophysically interpreted lineaments, accommodation zones, and caldera margins for the study area. AP, Antelope Pass; AV, Antelope Valley; BP, Bristol Pass; BV, Butte Valley; CCC, Caliente Caldera Complex; CV, Cave Valley; GV, Garden Valley; IPCC, Indian Peak Caldera Complex; JV, Jakes Valley; KC, Kalamazoo Caldera; KP, Kixmiller Pass; LAV, Lake Valley; LOV, Long Valley; LSV, Little Smokey Valley; NV, Newark Valley; PAV, Patterson Valley; PS, Pony Springs; RK, Rattlesnake Knoll; SACP, Sacramento Pass; SNV, Snake River Valley; SP, Shingle Pass; SPV, Spring Valley; STV, Steptoe Valley; UC, unnamed caldera; WRV, White River Valley.